Utopia Bedding Throw Pillows Insert (Pack of 4, White) - 18 x 18
Inches Bed and Couch Pillows - Indoor Decorative Pillows
Review-2021

Polycotton
SQUARE PILLOW PACK - Pack of 4 decorative square pillows for your couches or bedroom; they
are neither too big nor too small and they give off a homely vibe
PACKAGING - This package contains 4 pillow inserts in 2 poly bags, however due to vacuum
packaging they might appear as 2 large pillows.
DIMENSIONS - Each square pillow measures 18 by 18 inches
FIBER FILLING - White poly cotton cover and siliconized fiber filling will never make them look
hollow
BRUSHED FABRIC - High-quality brushed poly cotton fabric pillows are longer lasting
CARE INSTRUCTIONS - It is recommended to spot clean the pillow or hand wash the fabric with
mild detergentIndoor Decorative Square Pillows!
The every-style accent pillows; these Simple Decorative Pillows work in any space. Perfectly cut to
be extra fluffy. The removable pillow covers make washing really easy. Spot clean or hand wash the
fabric with mild detergent. Lounge in bright style against this pillow of weather- and UV-resistant
corded outdoor square 18 X 18 inch pillows.
Perfect Fit for Your Home
These pillows are a perfect fit for your entire home, whether you need to decorate your bed or
rejuvenate your couch, these pillows fit perfectly.
These white pillows go well with all types of bedroom and guest room settings.
Fluffing Instructions
Please allow 48-72 hours to the pillows to fully expand. You can also tap or press the pillows a few
times to fasten this process.
If your pillows still do not expand, please use the following methods to spring them up:
1. Put the Pillows in the Dryer with 2 Tennis Balls:
Start off by placing your pillows in a dryer with 2 tennis balls (preferably wrapped in a cloth or socks
separately). The tennis balls will hit the pillows, fluffing up the filling. Tumble dry on low for an hour
to make sure your pillows becomes fluffier and softer.
2. Leave the Pillows in the Sun:
Leaving the pillows in the sun for a few hours on a bright day will evaporate the moisture that builds
up over nights of use and the pillows will fluff up over the course of the day. You can also hang the
pillows outside on a clothes line.
Care Instructions
Spot Clean:
It is recommended to use a cloth or sponge to wipe off any stains or dirt using a mild detergent
mixed with cold water.
Drying:
After spin drying the pillows in the machine, take them out carefully. Shake or punch them to
dislodge any clumps inside.
The pillows could be air dried. However, make sure they are left in a warm area to completely dry.
If you are using a machine to dry, make sure you use a drying bag or wrap the pillows in a towel.
Also, set the dryer machine on sensitive or fluff setting without heat.
Fits the Pillow Shams Perfectly
Donâ€™t want to change your perfect room setting? Looking for pillows that go along with the
colors of your bed sheets? Have pillow shams matching your sofa setting?
You do not have to get new pillows every time you want to change your interior setting. Just get
these pillows once and change their covers when you need a different color for your setting.
Throw Pillow
Gusset Pillow
Premium Pillow
Body Pillow
Toddler Pillow
Color

White
White - Blue/Light Grey/Dark Grey Gusset
White
White
White
Size
20x20
Queen, King
Queen, King, Standard, European
20x54
13x18
Fabric
Cotton Blend
Cotton Blend
Cotton Blend
Cotton Blend
Cotton Blend
Filling Weight
575 grams
Queen 950 Grams - King 1250 Grams
Queen 900 Grams - King 1150 Grams - Standard 850 Grams - European 1000 grams
2000 Grams
250 Grams
Spot Cleanable
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